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Update for Patrons & Friends
1 message
Collins Center for the Arts <CCA@cca.collinscenterforthearts.com> Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 4:06 PM
To: "Matthew," <matthew.revitt@maine.edu>
From our Director, Danny Williams
Click to view in web browser
This University of Maine Singers rehearsal is a typical example of what's on the CCA stage – for the time being.
Dear Matthew,
With fall semester here at UMaine now in full swing, under normal circumstances – and as part of our
35th anniversary season – you would be hearing from us about upcoming performances, our annual gala, and
special events happening at the CCA this fall. Of course, these are not normal circumstances, but despite that,
we are still keeping the arts alive and well in Orono and want to give you an update on all that we are doing.
We are maximizing the use of our building to make sure to support the academic mission of the University of
Maine, especially the School of Performing Arts. Every day, we are hosting multiple, socially distanced classes
and rehearsals in the hall and on the stage. This gives the School of Performing arts the ability to offer their
classes while keeping students safe and healthy.
Our experience running large events and working with large crowds and complicated scheduling makes us a
strong asset to the University as we assist with the many logistics of running a large campus during a
pandemic. Specifically, members of the CCA team have been helping to tackle the logistics of testing and
contact tracing.
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Programming remains the biggest question of all. So while it is not clear when we will be able to assemble, we
are upgrading our ability to provide live streamed events and other improvements to the space so that when
you do return, you can do so with confidence.
Many people have asked me what they can do to help the CCA. There are three things:
First, be careful and keep yourselves safe. When we do come back, we need you to be well and healthy.
Second, you must try and keep the arts alive and present however you can. We curate a weekly “Six Picks” list
of arts and cultural events and send it out via email. Check your inbox every Friday for some great performing
arts links. 
Third, (and perhaps most obvious), you can help by making a gift to help sustain the CCA through this difficult
time. Gifts of any amount will only help us live up to our mission even in this global pandemic. Making a gift is
easy by clicking on the donate button at the top of our web site. If you've already made a donation this year,
thank you!
So the bottom line is that we are here, we are keeping the arts alive and we are committed to getting ready for
whatever comes next so that we can continue to bring the performing arts to our part of the world.
I know you miss coming to the CCA and we all miss seeing you here. But please know that although we are not
currently presenting shows, we are sustaining the arts every day knowing that, at some point, the show will go
on.
Stay safe and healthy,
Danny 
Please click on this link to make an online donation:
DONATE
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